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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

Results

During the year ended 31 December 2006, the total turnover for

the Group was approx imate ly  HK$51,082,000 (2005:

HK$35,169,000). Net profit attributable to shareholders was

approximately HK$11,315,000 (2005: HK$13,845,000). The core

financial business and contribution from ATNT showed progress.

Total profit registered satisfactory growth after discounting a write

back of bad and doubtful debts in 2005.

Market Overview

On the back of resilient global economy and strong China factors,

the Hong Kong stock market rode on a bullish rally to hit numerous

records in l ine with the mighty overseas equity markets

performance. Investment funds kept flowing into the equity market

pushing the indices and turnover to historic record levels and

investors’ interest rotated in tandem with their response to the

issues of growth, inflation and China economy. In the first half,

investors were enthusiastic in chasing energy and resources

stocks as they were very optimistic on the economy growth. The

subsequent worry of inflation and stagflation excused a sharp

correction on both commodities and stock market. As the inflation

and interest rate worry were soon released by the favourable

Bernanke comments in hinting a soft landing and a possible pause

of interest hike for US economy, the investors’ interest was

rekindled by the listing of more sizable China enterprises in Hong

Kong stock market. Following the completion of stock reforms in

A share market, A share market bottomed out in the middle of

the year and took off strongly on increasing turnover. Shanghai A

index rose from the bottom of 1221.8 in April to close at 2815.13

up by 130% from last year end with daily turnover exceeding

Renminbi 100 billion. This attracted investors to pick up the China

finance and insurance stocks aggressively as these stocks will

be the greatest beneficiaries of the turnaround performance of A

share market after the share reform and the forthcoming fast

growth of China finance market. The three major China insurance

companies and five major China banks drew greatest attention

and dominated the trading in shares and related warrants in the

last quarter of 2006. China Life Insurance Co. Ltd. alone went up

by almost 3 times in 2006 to HK$27 per share. The rally and

development of A share markets had great impact in affecting
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the investors’ interest and choice. Investors actively chased on

the those Chinese counters with possible corporate move in

association with the A market, including those which decided to

apply listing in A share markets, those which would be injected

assets from parent companies, those which might be merged or

privatised and those which would be benefited by the China

government policy. The announcement of Chinese Government

in centralising the corporate tax effected a substantial cut in tax

for most H companies and added fuels to revalue their earning

prospect. HSI index ended strongly by 34% to 19,965 and HS

China Enterprises Index almost doubled to 10,340 for 2006. Total

turnover also surged by 135% with daily turnover staying above

HK$40 billion in the last quarter of 2006. The release of inflation

worry brought consolidation to most energy and resources stock

and triggered bargain hunting on those cyclical stocks benefited

from the weakening oil and commodities prices. The airlines,

shipping and motors registered significant rebound.

A strong China economy, coupled with a positive global economy,

shall continue to provide fundamental support for the stock market.

With the backdrop of the robust A Share markets and the vigorous

financial reform in China, Hong Kong stock market is expected to

remain buoyant. Recently The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong

Limited (the “Stock Exchange”) has halted the price spread

narrowing to the stock of unit price below HK$2.00 and such

decision has stimulated retail participation in trading the smaller

counters. In fact, coming to 2007, the smaller counters exploded

with a round of price rocketing on frenzy speculative activities.

While much of the speculation is of conceptual, the fashion may

fade away quickly. In view of strong China economic performance,

the Chinese enterprises remain as a focus for the investor

attention and are increasing their significance in the market. Hang

Seng Bank had just included the China Life Insurance Company

Limited and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Limited

into the Hang Seng Index constituent stocks and even abolished

the quotas of including more Chinese national enterprises into

constituent stocks list in future. This will further reinforce investor

interests in the relevant counters. After strong rally in 2006, Hong
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Kong stock market may need reasonable range consolidation and

more rotation switching will be expected. Volatility will be

sharpened as the market is filled with a lot of uncertainties in

geo-political risks and economic issues arising from Iran Nuclear

case, the carry trade of Yen after interest hike, the inflation and

interest rate movement of US economy, the development of fragile

US property market, the overheating China economy and its

austerity measures. The carry trade of Yen in March 2007,

triggering a steep worldwide correction in the equity markets,

served as a typical example and excuse.

Securities, Futures and options brokerage Business

During the year under review, turnover for the Group’s securities

broking business and futures broking business as well as the

underwriting commission, which accounted for 46.4% of total

operating revenue, was HK$23,713,000 (2005: HK$14,910,000).

Profit for the division was HK$3,044,000 (2005: HK$914,000).

The division managed to achieve growth in both turnover and

profit mainly attributing to the robust Initial Public Offering (IPO)

activities of newly listing issues and the buoyant stock market.

Securities Margin Financing

During the period under review, interest income generated from

securities margin loan portfolio accounted for 4.8% of the Group’s

turnover was HK$2,463,000 (2005: HK$2,246,000). Profit for this

division reached HK$1,906,000 (2005: HK$3,685,000).

Discounting the write back of the bad and doubtful debt in 2005,

operating income maintained stable as the demand brought by

the increase of the trading activities of the clients was deterred

by the growing volatility and high interest rate. We have also seen

increasing day trade activities which reduced the demand for

overnight margin financing. The Group maintained consistently

prudent and flexible margin financing policy to minimise its risk

exposure in the volatile market environment in order to achieve

high profitability for our shareholders.
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Financial Management and Advisory Services

Revenue generated from financial management and advisory

services was HK$23,737,000 (2005: HK$16,258,000). As the

global stock markets performed exceptionally well last year,

advisory business increased substantially attributing to our

dedicated sales force and marketing campaign. In the coming

years, we will try to further diversify our business spectrum and

business regions in order to maintain substantial growth.

Investment Banking

The Group operates its investment banking division under the

subsidiary Karl Thomson Financial Advisory Limited (“KTFA”).

Operating revenue generated by the investment banking business

remained at HK$1,010,000 (2005: HK$1,640,000). The decrease

in revenue can be attributed to the drop in professional fees for

investment banking services.

During the period under review, the division secured a number of

financial advisory mandates to provide corporate finance advisory

services to unlisted companies whereby the team will provide a

full range of financial advisory services, including accounting,

internal control, tax planning and fund raising. In addition, the

division has also acted as financial adviser or independent

financial adviser to several discloseable transactions executed

by several listed Hong Kong companies.

With the strong growth of the Hong Kong’s economy as well as

the positive prospects emerging from the PRC, the division looks

to take advantage of these opportunities by continuing to position

itself as a premier boutique investment bank and offer tailor-made

and cost effective services to our corporate clients.

Material Acquisitions and Disposals of Associate
Companies

On 7 April 2006, the Group has acquired 15% beneficial interest

in the WEEM oil field in Egypt (the “Oil Field”) through its 50%

interest of Oriental Victor Limited (“Oriental Victor”). In the

subsequent shareholding changes on 3 August 2006, the Group

acquired the remaining 50% equity interest of Oriental Victor and

Oriental Victor became a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company
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and effectively the Group has an additional 5% beneficial interest

in the Oil Field. The effective interest in the exploration and

production rights in relation to the Oil Field has increased from

15% to 20%. According to the agreement, the Group will contribute

capi ta l  commitment  o f  US$7,000,000 (approx imate ly

HK$54,600,000) by way of shareholder’s loan in stages.

On 8 November 2006, the Group made a conditional general offer

bid (“General Offer”) to purchase all shares of Volant, a company

listed on the Australian Stock Exchange. Under the offer, each

Volant share will be offered (a) 35% by way of US0.071 in cash or

alternatively (at the election of Sky Energy Investment Limited

(“SEI”), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company) 0.2121 shares

at HK$2.6 and (b) 65% by way of 1 redeemable convertible

preference share in the Group.

In compling with the terms of the General Offer, on 10 November

2006, SEI has granted written consent to Volant to enter into 2

Participating Agreements to acquire 100% mining interest in

respect of 2 oil and gas prospects in the U.S.A. on 15 November

2006. Furthermore, Volant has beneficial interests in both Block

2 WEEM and in Block 3 WKO in the exploration and production

rights of oil.

Volant is a company duly incorporated under the laws of

Queensland and its shares are listed on the Australian Stock

Exchange. The principal business of Volant is the acquisition of

oil and gas exploration and production tenements, and the

provision of capital and management to those companies

involvement in the related business. Volant is in the process of

accumulating a portfolio of oil and gas exploration and production

assets within the American and African continents.

The Group viewed this offer as the golden opportunity in acquiring

experienced management and professionals team of Volant in

the oil business, in extending its penetration through the strong

and well established network in a wide spectrum of countries and

in bringing synergy effects by combining the technical knowledge

of Volant in the oil business and our expertise in capital market.
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The acquisition is now proceeding step by step according to plan,

the Group has already received over 90% acceptance from

Volant’s shareholders in February 2007. It is expected that the

circular will be released by 5 June 2007 and the EGM will be held

with in June.

Apart from this, there was no material acquisition and disposal of

companies during the year.

Liquidity, Financial Resources and Funding

The Group generally finances its operation with internally

generated cash flows. The Group has no bank borrowings apart

from occasional utilisation of overdraft facilities. As at 31

December 2006, the Group has cash and cash equivalent

(excluding the pledged fixed deposits of general accounts) of

HK$16,116,000 (2005: HK$29,150,000).

Human Resources

As at 31 December 2006, the Group employed a total of 125

(2005:126) staff of which, 76 (2005: 81) were commissioned based

and the total related staff cost amounted to HK$11,684,000 (2005:

HK$10,642,000). The Group maintained minimum overhead

expenses to support the basic operation and dynamic expansion

of its business. The future staff costs will be more directly linked

to the performance of business turnover and profit, enabling the

Group to respond flexibly with the changes of business

environment.

Final Dividend

The Board does not recommend the payment of any final dividend

for year ended 31 December 2006 (2005: Nil).
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